
 

 

 
Greenbrier State Park - 21843 National Pike, Boonsboro, MD 21713 
 
Long Course Race 
Swim – 6 Legs: 2.4 Mi 
Run –7 Legs: 15.9 Mi 
Total Distance: 18.3 Mi 
 
Run 1 – Start - .9 mi  (YELLOW) 
To start your 2019 IGNITE SwimRun MD experience, you will run the outskirts of Greenbrier Lake, over the top 
of the dam along portions of the Big Red Trail to a swim entry point that you will become very familiar with 
throughout the day.  You should be wearing your YELLOW rubber band to remind you to follow the YELLOW 
marking flags. 

 
Swim 1 – Lake Swim - .4 mi 
A few small rocks greet you as you enter the cool, clear water aiming for the first buoy. You will take that first 
buoy on your LEFT shoulder. All other buoys will be taken on the RIGHT shoulder to complete the .4 mi swim. 
Exit will be at the end of the swimmer’s beach. 
**There are restrooms just off the beach and available for use after every swim section. 

 
Run 2 – Big Red and Camp Loop Trail - 1.75 mi (ORANGE) 
You'll exit your swim and head towards the first Aid Station to collect your ORANGE rubber band before taking 
off to the Copperhead Trail where you will encounter your first real climb of the day – up to 8.6% for 400-
meters. Copperhead will return you to the top of the dam heading you back to the swim entrance. 

 
Swim 2 – Lake Swim - .4 mi 
You are familiar with the swim entrance but still need to be careful when entering the water. Kayak support 
and staff will assist as needed.  

 
Run 3 – Copperhead Trail - 1.4 mi (GREEN) 
Once you exit your second swim – again you need to head to the Aid Station to get your GREEN rubber band 
and follow the blue arrows to the Upper Big Red Trail which will tax your quads again but this time with a 
downhill section.  

 
Swim 3 - Lake Swim - .4 mi 
Your third of six swim legs follows Copperhead Tail. Don’t blow it all out here, there’s still a long way to go.  

 
Run 4 – Rock Oak Fire Trail - 3.6mi (BLUE) 
Head over to the Aid Station for your BLUE rubber band and hit the Rock Oak Fire Trail which features a longer 
and steeper decent followed by a gradual uphill back to the lake.  

 
Swim 4 - Lake Swim - .4 mi 
You’ve hit the 7-mile mark at this point and the big hills and longer runs are about to start. Keep that in mind 
while you focus on your stroke and staying within 10-meters of your partner. 
 
 



 

 
 
Run 5 – Snelling Fire Trail - 3.8 mi (PURPLE) 
Purple rubber bands will mark the Snelling Fire Trail leg and longest run on the day. This 4.13-mile run includes 
the steep accent a 1.5miles in, reaching upwards of 13.6%. Walking this climb is certainly an option. There will 
be an Aid Station at the top of the climb stocked with GU products. Be sure to take advantage of it. The next 
mile will be a much more gradual climb followed by a 330ft drop over the next ¾-mile.  

 
Swim 5 - Lake Swim - .4 mi 
If you’re feeling good after the Snelling Fire Trail run, hold yourself back in this second to last swim of the day. 
Your next run is a killer.  

 
Run 6 – Full Big Red Trail - 4.4 mi (PINK) 
Collect your final rubber band, this time PINK, at the Aid Station before taking the full Big Red Trail loop. You’ll 
re-encounter the steep ascent from the Snelling Fire Trail only this time you will continue up the hill after the 
Aid Station. After a short half-mile respite, you hit the final ascent of the day followed by a plunge back down 
to the lake for your final swim leg.  

 
Swim 6 - Lake Swim - .4 mi 
Nothing to it but to do it at this point – you are almost home, and the post-race party is calling your name, as 
is our announcer.  

 
Run 7 - Finish - .1 mi 
The final run leg of the day is an all-out sprint from the swim exit to the finish chute. Raise your hands, hug 
your partner, cry if you must, but be proud – your inner athlete has officially been lit! 
 


